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Behind the Scenes at the Museum
A novel about a lonely mountain climber from the author of All That Is: “Beautifully composed . . . will remind readers of
Camus and Saint-Exupéry” (The Washington Post). Vernon Rand is a charismatic figure whose great love—whose life, in
fact—is climbing. He lives alone in California, where he combats the drudgery of a roofing job with the thrill of climbing in
the nearby mountain ranges. Sure of only his talent and nerve, Rand decides to test himself in the French Alps, with their
true mountaineering and famed, fearsome peaks. He soon learns that the most perilous moments are, for him, the
moments when he feels truly alive. One of the great novels of the outdoors, Solo Faces is as thrilling, beautiful, and
immediate as the Alpine peaks that have enthralled climbers for centuries. This ebook features an illustrated biography of
James Salter including rare photos from the author’s personal collection.

The Boat in the Evening
A spare, powerful, supremely graceful novel from a giant of Norwegian literature As strange, unsettling, and memorable as
The Ice Palace, this remarkable novel carries with it all the compassion, human insight, and lyrical power of all great Vesaas
novels. It describes the changing relationships between three adolescents—an unmarried mother who has drowned her
newborn child and the girl and boy who befriend her. Their individual reactions to the tragedy and their efforts to
communicate with each other form the central theme of the narrative.

The Bleaching Yard
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Shani Boianjiu's stunning debut gives us a world where girls in the Israeli Defense Forces wait, endlessly--for womanhood,
orders, war, peace. Yael trains marksmen and flirts with boys. Avishag stands guard, watching refugees throw themselves
at barbed-wire fences. Lea, posted at a checkpoint, imagines stories behind the familiar faces that pass by her day after
day. They gossip about boys and whisper of an ever more violent world just beyond view. They drill, constantly, for a
moment that may never come. They live inside that single, intense second just before danger erupts. And they find that
their dreams have stranger repercussions than they have been trained to imagine.

Dina's Book
Tarjei Vesaas, one of Scandinavia's greatest fiction writers, has been less well known as a poet. Now Roger Greenwald, an
award-winning translator of Scandinavian poetry, presents forty-six poems drawn from Vesaas's six volumes of poetry. This
selection is intended to reveal the distinctive sensibility and voice of Vesaas the poet. The Norwegian texts appear facing
the English versions, which won the American-Scandinavian Foundation Translation Prize. The translator's groundbreaking
introduction explores why Vesaas's poetry has often resisted critical analysis and how it challenges received notions of
modernism. Excerpts from Vesaas's writings about himself and his work supply helpful background and give some sense of
the man behind the work. Vesaas emerges as a lyric and meditative poet of uncommon depth, who renders states of being
beyond the reach not only of discourse, but of most poetry as well. From "The Boat on Land": Your still boat hasn't got a
name. Your still boat hasn't got a port. Your secret boat on land. From "Shadows on the Point" We stand here in your deep
night, Night, and wait for something new from beyond the point. The current runs black and silent. And what we feel
through it we don't tell each other.

Spring Night
On Midsummer Eve in 1985, a young folklore researcher disappears from the village of Eidsborg in the Telemark region of
Norway. Exactly thirty years later, the student Cecilie Wiborg goes missing. She too had been researching the old, pagan
rituals associated with the 13th-century Eidsborg stave church. And then Knut Abrahamsen, a former police officer from the
area, is found drowned in the nearby Tokke River, a presumed suicide since his pockets were filled with stones. Hearing of
the death of his former colleague and friend, private investigator Max Fjellanger feels compelled to leave his long-time
home in Florida and return to his native Norway to attend Knut’s funeral. Even though they haven’t spoken in more than
three decades, Max is not convinced that Knut killed himself. There are details about the circumstances of his death that
just don’t add up. And there seems to be a link to the case of the missing researcher in Telemark, which the two of them
had worked together—until threats from a corrupt sheriff put an end to the investigation and to Max’s career on the police
force. This time Max is determined to find out the truth. Reluctantly he finds himself drawn into a dark universe in which
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ancient superstitions, religious cults, and sinister forces are still very much alive. And the stave church, with its famed
wooden statue of Saint Nikuls, is at the center of it all. Finding an unlikely partner in Tirill Vesterli—a university librarian and
single mother who is obsessed with crime novels—Max is plunged into a menacing world of ghostly monks, severed pigs’
heads, and mythic rites, all somehow connected to Midsummer Eve, which is fast approaching. As Max and Tirill quickly
learn, it’s a misconception that the past is past—the truth is that it’s never over. This is award-winning crime novelist Vidar
Sundstøl at his best, spinning a tale that is taut with suspense and steeped in Norwegian culture, past and present.

Solo Faces
Called "a masterpiece" by The Guardian, this courageous and honest trilogy from Tove Ditlevsen, a pioneer in the field of
genre-bending confessional writing, explores themes of family, sex, motherhood, abortion, addiction, and being an artist.
This single-volume hardcover contains all three volumes of her memoirs Tove Ditlevsen is today celebrated as one of the
most important and unique voices in twentieth-century Danish literature, and The Copenhagen Trilogy (1969–71) is her
acknowledged masterpiece. Childhood tells the story of a misfit child’s single-minded determination to become a poet;
Youth describes her early experiences of sex, work, and independence. Dependency picks up the story as the narrator
embarks on the first of her four marriages and goes on to describe her horrible descent into drug addiction, enabled by her
sinister, gaslighting doctor-husband. Throughout, the narrator grapples with the tension between her vocation as a writer
and her competing roles as daughter, wife, mother, and drug addict, and she writes about female experience and identity in
a way that feels very fresh and pertinent to today’s discussions around feminism. Ditlevsen’s trilogy is remarkable for its
intensity and its immersive depiction of a world of complex female friendships, family and growing up—in this sense, it’s
Copenhagen's answer to Elena Ferrante's Neapolitan Novels. She can also be seen as a spiritual forerunner of confessional
writers like Karl Ove Knausgaard, Annie Ernaux, Rachel Cusk and Deborah Levy. Her trilogy is drawn from her own
experiences but reads like the most compelling kind of fiction. Born in a working-class neighborhood in Copenhagen in
1917, Ditlevsen became famous for her poetry while still a teenager, and went on to write novels, stories and memoirs
before committing suicide in 1976. Having been dismissed by the critical establishment in her lifetime as a working-class,
female writer, she is now being rediscovered and championed as one of Denmark's most important modern authors, with
"Tove fever" gripping readers.

The Birds
Ivan lives in a land where the winter is dark and fearful. Starjik, King of Winter, steals Ivan's little brother and Ivan braves
the bitter cold to find him.
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Asylum Piece and Other Stories
A new edition of what is commonly seen as the legendary Norwegian writer's masterpiece, this story tells the tale of Siss
and Unn, two friends who have only spent one evening in each other's company. But so profound is this evening between
them that when Unn inexplicably disappears, Siss's world is shattered. Siss's struggle with her fidelity to the memory of her
friend and Unn's fatal exploration of the strange, terrifyingly beautiful frozen waterfall that is the Ice Palace are described in
prose of a lyrical economy that ranks among the most memorable achievements of modern literature.

The People of Forever Are Not Afraid
Set in the Norwegian countryside over the course of one summer, The Birds tells the story of forty-year-old Mattis, who has
mental disabilities and lives in a small house near a lake with his sister Hege, who ekes out a modest living knitting
sweaters. From time to time Hege encourages her brother to find work to ease their financial burdens, but Mattis's attempts
to work at the surrounding farms always end in failure and disgrace. Mattis is keenly aware of the distance between himself
and the world around him, which often feels hostile; the villagers call him Simple Simon. Profoundly sensitive to his
surroundings, Mattis spends much of his time in the forest, reading its signs and symbols: A woodcock begins a daily flight
over their house, a beautiful bird is waiting for him on the path one day when he returns from the store, and one afternoon
lighting strikes one of the two withered aspen trees outside the house -- trees known in the village as "Mattis-and-Hege."
When Mattis decides to employ himself as a ferryman, the only passenger he manages to bring across the lake is a
lumberjack, Jørgen. When Jørgen and Hege become lovers, Mattis finds he cannot adjust to this new situation. Wholly reliant
on Hege and terrified of losing her, he clings to the familiar and does everything in his power to make Jørgen leave.
Simultaneously, he struggles to find a place for himself in a world that does not seem to want him. With spare simplicity,
Vesaas's straightforward prose subtly reveals Mattis's perspective and readers will find themselves shifting irrevocably from
observers of his experience to participants in it. Written by one of Norway's most celebrated and beloved authors, The Birds
is a deeply nuanced examination of identity and responsibility, with abundant narrative suspense and hauntingly beautiful
writing besides.

The Penguin Classics Book
'How simple this novel is. How subtle. How strong. How unlike any other. It is unique. It is unforgettable. It is extraordinary'
Doris Lessing 'I'm surprised it isn't the most famous book in the world' Max Porter, author of Grief is the Thing with Feathers
'She was close to the edge now: the ice laid its hand upon her' The schoolchildren call it the Ice Palace: a frozen waterfall in
the Norwegian fjords transformed into a fantastic structure of translucent walls, sparkling towers and secret chambers. It
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fascinates two young girls, lonely Unn and lively Siss, who strike up an intense friendship. When Unn decides to explore the
Ice Palace alone and doesn't return, Siss must try to cope with the loss of her friend without succumbing to a frozen world
of her own making.

Boating for Beginners
A masterpiece of enduring power, Doctor Glas confronts a chilling moral quandary with gripping intensity. With an
introduction by Margaret Atwood. Stark, brooding, and enormously controversial when first published in 1905, this
astonishing novel juxtaposes impressions of fin-de-siècle Stockholm against the psychological landscape of a man besieged
by obsession. Lonely and introspective, Doctor Glas has long felt an instinctive hostility toward the odious local minister. So
when the minister’s beautiful wife complains of her husband’s oppressive sexual attentions, Doctor Glas finds himself
contemplating murder. "Imagine the classic nineteenth-century drama featuring a tyrannical older man, his hapless
daughter or young wife, and her caddish suitor, as in Balzac's Eugénie Grandet and Henry James's Washington Square, this
time conjured up by a sensibility akin to Strindberg's and Ingmar Bergman's—and you begin to have an idea of the force
and candor of this searing masterwork of Nothern European literature. The retrieval of Doctor Glas in English is a bracing
gift to hungry readers." —Susan Sontag

The Ice Palace
When railway signalman Harry Price suffers a stroke his son Matthew, a lecturer in London, makes a return to the border
village of Glynmawr. As Matthew and Harry struggle with their memories of social and personal change, a beautiful and
moving portrait of the love between a father and son emerges. First published in 1964.

The Tragedy of the Street of Flowers
Six-year-old Helen and Ellie are identical twins, but Helen is smarter, more popular, and their mother's favorite. Ellie, on the
other hand, requires special instruction at school, is friendless, and is punished at every turn. Until they decide to swap
places--just for fun, and just for one day--and Ellie refuses to switch back. Everything of Helen's, from her toys to her friends
to her identity, now belongs to her sister. With those around her oblivious to her plight, the girl who used to be Helen loses
her sense of self and withdraws into a spiral of behavioral problems, delinquency, and mental illness. In time, she's not even
sure of her memory of the switch. Twenty-five years later, she receives a call that threatens to pull her back into her sister's
dangerous orbit. Will she take this chance to face her past?
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Beside Myself
Hide your daughters and your maiden auntsLord Samuel Travis is back. —The London Hearsay, special society edition Equal
parts scoundrel and seducer, he’s returned to London determined to mend the rift with his older brother. All Sam must do is
take possession of a tumbledown town house. A seemingly simple task, except the house is occupied—by an infuriating,
whip-smart beauty who refuses to do his bidding. Miss Juliette Lacey’s wallflower days are over. She has a plan to turn her
eccentric family into the toast of the ton—but the devilishly handsome rake trying to oust them from their home thwarts her
at every turn. How can one man be so vexing and make her simmer with desire? As her attraction to Sam deepens, Julie’s
problems grow—she may have, once upon a time, secretly shared a kiss with his honorable older brother. Suddenly, Julie’s
caught between a rogue and a marquess, between passion and respectability. Torn between two brothers, what’s a girl to
do? Don’t miss the Wayward Wallflower books by Anna Bennett! My Brown-Eyed Earl (Book 1) I Dared the Duke (Book 2)
The Rogue is Back in Town (Book 3) What Reviewers are saying: "Fans of Regency romance authors Eloisa James, Tessa
Dare, and Mary Jo Putney will go wild forBennett’s Wayward Wallflowers trilogy." - Booklist Starred Review on The Rogue is
Back in Town "A standout historical romance noveltruly delightful." - Romancing the Book Worm on The Rogue is Back in
Town "Smart and sassy romancesimply a joy!" - RT Book Reviews Top Pick on The Rogue is Back in Town

Deacon King Kong
A beguiling exploration of the joys of reading across boundaries, inspired by the author’s year-long journey through a book
from every country. Ann Morgan writes in the opening of this delightful book, "I glanced up at my bookshelves, the proud
record of more than twenty years of reading, and found a host of English and North American greats starting down at me…I
had barely touched a work by a foreign language author in years…The awful truth dawned. I was a literary xenophobe."
Prompted to read a book translated into English from each of the world's 195 UN-recognized countries (plus Taiwan and one
extra), Ann sought out classics, folktales, current favorites and commercial triumphs, novels, short stories, memoirs, and
countless mixtures of all these things. The world between two covers, the world to which Ann introduces us with affection
and no small measure of wit, is a world rich in the kind of narratives that engage us passionately: we meet an irreverent
junk food–obsessed heroine in Kuwait, an explorer from Togo who spent years among the Inuit in Greenland, and a former
child circus performer of Roma background seeking sanctuary in Switzerland. Ann's quest explores issues that affect us all:
personal, political, national, and global. What is cultural heritage? How do we define national identity? Is it possible to
overcome censorship and propaganda? And, above all, why and how should we read from other cultures, languages, and
traditions? Illuminating and inspiring, The World Between Two Covers welcomes us into the global community of stories.

Something Childish and other Stories
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In this haunting and surreal novel, the narrator and a man known as "the warden" search for an elusive girl in a frozen, postnuclear, apocalyptic landscape. The country has been invaded and is being governed by a secret organization. There is
destruction everywhere: great walls of ice overrun the world in this hallucinatory quest-novel. Acclaimed by Brian Aldiss on
its publication in 1967 as the best science fiction book of the year, this extraordinary and innovative novel has subsequently
been recognized as a major work of literature in its own right.

The Bridges
An exploration of Scandinavian art and literature created over the past two centuries includes coverage of popular
favorites, canonical giants, children's authors, and lesser-known novelists and painters.

The World Between Two Covers: Reading the Globe
In this stunning collection, Franz Wright chronicles the journey back from a place of isolation and wordlessness. After a
period when it seemed certain he would never write poetry again, he speaks with bracing clarity about the twilit world that
lies between madness and sanity, addiction and recovery. Wright negotiates the precarious transition from illness to health
in a state of skeptical rapture, discovering along the way the exhilaration of love--both divine and human--and finding that
even the most battered consciousness can be good company. Whether he is writing about his regret for the abortion of a
child, describing the mechanics of slander ("I can just hear them on the telephone and keening all their kissy little knives"),
or composing an ironic ode to himself ("To a Blossoming Nut Case"), Wright's poems are exquisitely precise. Charles Simic
has characterized him as a poetic miniaturist, whose "secret ambition is to write an epic on the inside of a matchbook
cover." Time and again, Wright turns on a dime in a few brief lines, exposing the dark comedy and poignancy of his
heightened perception. Here is one of the poems from the collection: Description of Her Eyes Two teaspoonfuls, and my
mind goes everyone can kiss my ass now-- then it's changed, I change my mind. Eyes so sad, and infinitely kind.

Life in the Republic of the Marshall Islands
It is Ireland in the early 1990s. Helen, her mother Lily, and her grandmother Dora have come together, after a decade of
estrangement, to tend to Helen's beloved brother, Declan, who is dying of AIDS. Under the crumbling roof of Dora's old
house, Declan's two friends join the women as each waits for the end. The six of them, from different generations and with
different beliefs, are forced to plumb the shoals of their own histories and to come to terms with each other. The Blackwater
Lightship is a beautifully written, deeply resonant story about three generations of an estranged family reuniting to mourn a
tragic, untimely death. In spare, luminous prose, Colm Tóibín explores the nature of love and the complex emotions inside a
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family at war with itself. His fourth novel is about morals and manners, and the clashes of culture and personality. But most
of all, it is a novel about the incomparable capacity of stories to heal the deepest wounds.

Northern Arts
Something Childish and Other Stories is a 1924 collection of short stories by the writer Katherine Mansfield. It was first
published in America as The Little Girl. This anthology was published after her death by her husband John Middleton Murry.
Murry wrote in his introductory note that this volume contains the stories written between Bliss: and Other Stories (1920)
and The Garden Party: and Other Stories (1922). The additional stories are the earlier first four stories, plus "Sixpence"
(which Mansfield thought sentimental) and "Poison".

The Ice Palace
First published in Norway in 1954, this lyrical novel is about an abrupt change from childish dreams and safety to grown-up
responsibilities and happiness. On the surface it deals with what happens to two youngsters left for a night alone on their
parents' farm, but like "The Ice Palace" and other great novels by Vesaas, the themes are far deeper: How difficult the road
is from "I" to "you" or "we," even when love is involved.

Ice
This collection of stories, mostly interlinked and largely autobiographical, chart the descent of the narrator from the onset of
neurosis to final incarceration in a Swiss clinic. The sense of paranoia, of persecution by a foe or force that is never given a
name, evokes The Trial by Kafka, a writer with whom Kavan is often compared, although her deeply personal, restrained,
and almost foreign —accented style has no true model. The same characters who recur throughout—the protagonist's
unhelpful "adviser," the friend and lover who abandons her at the clinic, and an assortment of deluded companions—are
sketched without a trace of the rage, self-pity, or sentiment that have marked more recent accounts of mental instability.

The Copenhagen Trilogy
Part allegory, part fable, The House In The Dark was written in secret during the German occupation of Norway, and gives a
stirring picture of how a society struggled to stay united under the strain of being watched by their invaders.

The Ice Palace
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Short stories addressing the surreal realities of mental illness, from an incredible cult writer often compared to Kafka and
Woolf The tortured life of Anna Kavan brought her some reward in terms of great pieces of art. Her drug addiction bore fruit
in the Julia and the Bazooka collection of stories; while this companion volume recalls her experience of the
asylum—powerful, haunting works which can be harrowing but are full of sympathy too.

The Blackwater Lightship
Courage Calls to Courage Everywhere is a timely and inspiring call to arms by one of Britain’s most acclaimed and
important writers. Whilst recognising how far women have come in the hundred years since getting the vote, Jeanette
Winterson also insists that we must all do much more if we are to achieve true gender equality. Examining recent women’s
rights movements, the worlds of politics, technology and social media and changes in the law, Winterson calls out all the
ways in which women still face discrimination and disadvantage. Like the women who won the right to vote, we need to
shout up, reach out, be courageous and finish the job. Also included in this volume is Emmeline Pankhurst’s landmark
Suffragette speech, ‘Freedom or Death’, which she delivered in 1913.

The Great Cycle
WINNER OF THE SWEDISH ACADEMY'S NORDIC PRIZE 2017 'He’s a kind of surrealistic writer I think that’s serious literature'
Haruki Murakami ‘An utterly hypnotic and utterly humane writer’ James Wood 'Without question Norway's bravest, most
intelligent novelist' Per Petterson 'Dag Solstad serves up another helping of his wan and wise almost-comedy' Geoff Dyer
'He doesn’t write to please other people. Do exactly what you want, that’s my ideathe drama exists in his voice' Lydia Davis
Bjørn Hansen, a respectable town treasurer, has just turned fifty and is horrified by the thought that chance has ruled his
life. Eighteen years ago he left his wife and their two-year-old son for his mistress, who persuaded him to start afresh in a
small, provincial town and to dabble in amateur dramatics. But as time passes, this relationship begins to wilt and die as
well. After four years of living comfortably alone, Bjørn starts entertaining a dangerous course of action that will change his
life beyond recognition. This urge to gamble with his comfortable existence becomes irresistible, taking Bjørn to Vilnius,
Lithuania, with Dr Schiøtz his fellow conspirator, where he cannot tell whether he’s tangled up in a game or an absurd new
reality.

Novel 11
McBride brings to vivid life the people affected by a shooting. As the story deepens, it becomes clear that the lives of the
characters - caught in the tumultuous swirl of 1960s New York - overlap in unexpected ways
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Through Naked Branches
The Tragedy of the Street of Flowers was discovered amongst the author's papers after his death, and was only published in
Portugal in 1980. This is the first English translation, and its publication is timed to coincide with the centenary of Eca's
death." "One night at the theatre, Vitor da Silva, a young law graduate, sees a strikingly beautiful woman: Genoveva de
Molineux. She claims to have been born in Madeira and to have lived for many years in Paris. The truth about her past
gradually begins to surface, as does the terrible secret that lies behind the overwhelming mutual attraction between her
and Vitor. Eca brilliantly dissects a world in which only surface counts, providing the reader with a vivid and gripping
portrayal of a society and class consumed by hypocrisy, greed and materialism."--

The Secret Life of Fungi
Fungi can appear anywhere, from desert dunes to frozen tundra, and create anew from rotting matter. They can invade
bodies and thoughts; they can live between our toes or between our floorboards; they are unwelcome intruders or vastly
expensive treats; they are symbols of both death and eternal life. But despite their familiar presence, there's still much we
don't know about these secretive life forms. In this illuminating book, Aliya Whiteley delves into everything from cellular
makeup to the fascinating ways fungi interact with their surroundings and other species, as well as the many varied roles
they've played in our own civilization. The vast potential of these understudied organisms is still untapped; though long
used as a source of food and medicine, they could also hold the key to a variety of scientific advances, from agriculture to
environmental innovations. The Secret Life of Fungi is a glimpse into their incredible, surprising and dark world: a lyrical
tour through the eruption, growth and decay under our feet, overhead, and even inside us.

I Am Lazarus
Set in Norway in the mid-nineteenth century, Dina’s Book presents a beautiful, eccentric, and tempestuous heroine who
carries a terrible burden: at the age of five she accidentally caused her mother’s death. Blamed by her father and banished
to a farm, she grows up untamed and untaught. No one leads the child through her grief, and the accident remains a
gruesome riddle of death, with Dina left haunted by the vindictive spirit of her mother. When her father agrees to take her
back after several years, his efforts to cultivate her have little lasting effect. Tamed only by her tutor, who is able to reach
her through music and draw out her gift for mathematics, Dina remains private and closely guarded, while her
unconventional behavior and erotic power enchant and ensnare those around her. At age sixteen, she is married off to
Jacob, a wealthy fifty-year-old landowner, who later dies under odd circumstances. Wrestling with her two unappeased
ghosts, Dina becomes mute and then emerges from her shock to run Jacob’s estate with an iron hand . . . until one day a
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mysterious stranger, the Russian wanderer Leo, enters her life and changes it forever.

Locked Rooms
"Do you understand the meaning of life?" asked Gloria. She knew that everyone sought this mysterious meaning because it
was in all the magazines. Every month there was an article on how to be fulfilled and what to invest in when you were
oating for Beginners is a comic book with pictures. A pleasure boat company is transformed when the proprietor, Noah, is
chosen by the 'One True God' to put 'sunny' faith back in the world and women back in the kitchen."

The House in the Dark
“A truly bravura performance [with] all the magnetic appeal of the best of the original Conan Doyle novels.”—The Strand
Magazine En route to San Francisco to settle her family’s estate, Mary Russell, in the company of husband Sherlock Holmes,
falls prey to troubling dreams—and even more troubling behavior. In 1906, when Mary was six, the city was devastated by
a catastrophic earthquake. For years Mary has insisted she lived elsewhere at the time. But Holmes knows better. Soon it is
clear that whatever unpleasantness Mary wanted to forget hasn’t forgotten her. A series of mysterious deaths leads Russell
and Holmes from the winding streets of Chinatown to the unspoken secrets of a parent’s marriage and the tragic “accident”
that Mary alone survived. What Russell discovers is that even a forgotten past never dies . . . and it can kill again. BONUS:
This edition contains excerpts from Laurie R. King's The God of the Hive and Pirate King.

Border Country
Simply and beautifully written, this universal tale of a boy growing into manhood is told by an author who was also the
firstborn and faced with the pressures of inheriting and expectations of working the family farm. Vesaas, however, takes
this simple tale into new emotional and linguistic territory, as he poetically presents the experiences of Norwegian peasant
life.

The Beforelife
A deeply moving family story of happiness and heartbreak, Behind the Scenes at the Museum is bestselling author Kate
Atkinson's award-winning literary debut. National Bestseller Winner of the Whitbread Book of the Year Ruby Lennox begins
narrating her life at the moment of conception, and from there takes us on a whirlwind tour of the twentieth century as
seen through the eyes of an English girl determined to learn about her family and its secrets. Kate Atkinson's first novel is
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"a multigenerational tale of a spectacularly dysfunctional Yorkshire family and one of the funniest works of fiction to come
out of Britain in years" (The New York Times Book Review).

The Rogue Is Back in Town
Earning its author a third nomination for the Nobel Prize, this tale centers on a crane colony arriving at its breeding ground
to play out a delicate drama, ending with the rarely observed ceremony of the ritual dance. All is observed by a transfixed
child who has frozen into his background and become a piece of nature himself. With a kind of cinematic impressionism,
this novel voyages back to episodes from childhood, adolescence, and maturity as well as conducts speculative forays into
the unknown. Unfolding in a series of delicate sketches that record the changing moods of human experience, this story is
at once pervaded by a sense of melancholy and a sensuous appreciation of nature. A profound and beautiful book, it is the
summation of a literary artist's first-hand experience and observation of rural life—of landscape and people.

Doctor Glas
The Fiction of Relationship
"A clear and straightforward discussion of the ways in which literatures and their comparative study must depend upon the
problematics of interpersonal and other relations. . . . This study will prove as useful as it is wide-ranging, and indeed,
comparative in the good sense."--Mary Ann Caws, Graduate School, City University of New York "Here is a comparatist
working at the peak of his powers. . . . Weinstein moves easily from Goethe and Flaubert to Kafka or Joyce or Boris Vian.
Locating fictions of relationship `at the heart of both literary criticism and human affairs' and acknowledging his own
`distinctly humanistic' concerns, Weinstein writes in an urgent tone and eloquent voice, inflecting the theme of
`relationship' in every way: in its surrender to the erotic, its frenzied drive for control of the Other, in its ability to confer
identity or eclipse difference. . . . When he couples texts (e.g., William Burrough's Naked Lunch and C. de Laclos's Les
liaisons dangereuses), he takes risks that bear brilliant fruit. Exploring famous texts and relatively unknown ones, Weinstein
infuses the traditional study of fiction with new energy."--Choice Originally published in 1988. The Princeton Legacy Library
uses the latest print-on-demand technology to again make available previously out-of-print books from the distinguished
backlist of Princeton University Press. These editions preserve the original texts of these important books while presenting
them in durable paperback and hardcover editions. The goal of the Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly increase access to
the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by Princeton University Press since its founding in
1905.
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Courage Calls to Courage Everywhere
"A joint publication with the USP Centre in Majuro, this book recounts peopleOs experiences and reflections on life in their
country. Among the accounts are chapters dealing with specific legends and traditions, memories of growing up in the
Marshals, and more contemporary issues such as off-island adoption and the ongoing struggle of Rongelap
survivors."--Publisher's description.

The Devil's Wedding Ring
The Ice Palace
Penguin Classics is the largest and best-known classics imprint in the world. From The Epic of Gilgamesh to the poetry of
the First World War, and covering all the greatest works of fiction, poetry, drama, history and philosophy in between, this
reader's companion encompasses 500 authors, 1,200 books and 4,000 years of world literature. Stuffed full of stories,
author biographies, book summaries and recommendations, and illustrated with thousands of historic Penguin Classic
covers, this is an exhilarating and comprehensive guide for anyone who wants to explore and discover the best books ever
written.
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